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Abstract
The popularity of Extensible Markup Language (x.mii) has grown with the rise
in use of the World Wide Web and it has become a standard means of data exchange. This development has created the need to store and manage XML documents efficiently and hence the creation of the Native XML Database (NXD). Claims
have been made to support the efficiency of this technology with the storage and
management of document-centric data over the prevailing Relational Database Management System(RDBMS). This research thus aims to discover evidence supporting
the conclusion that there will be a significant difference in performance between a
RDBMS and a NXD with the storage and management of document-centric data.
Performance is based on the required execution time for a set of queries that implement the possible types of disk access. The query set is run on an instance of
each database type and query-execution-time is collected and analysed to provide
a measure of performance. This paper concludes there is a significant difference in
performance between the database types and further concludes that performance, if
based on query-execution time, is dependent on specific task,
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1 Introduction
The rise in the use of the World Wide Web (WWW) has seen the development of Extensible Markup Language (XML) as a standard means of data exchange [Fittges and
Champion, 2002. This development has generated the need to process and store XML
documents efficiently, hence the introduction of the native XML database (NXD) which
stores XML data. It is reasoned that this relatively new technology is a more efficient tool
than the prevailing relational database management system (RDBMS) for the storage and
management of document-centric data Bourret, 2004b, Gaikwad, 2002, Nawathe, 2004J,
that is, data that are characterized by a less regular structure, mixed content, largergrained data such as email, books, advertisements; data organized for human use. This
as opposed to data-centric data, being comparatively more regular in structure, being
finer-grained and having little or no mixed content. These characteristics can be found in
documents such a sales order, flight schedule, stock quote and sit very well with the regular
and strict model for relational databases [Bourret, 2004b, Gaikwad, 2002.1 Documentcentric data however may not always sit 'neatly' within the relational model of data.

1.1 The research question and hypothesis
This research aims to show evidence supporting the conclusion that there will be a significant difference in performance between a RDBMS and a NXD with the storage and
management of document-centric data. (See Section 1.2 for a definition of performance.)

1.2 The scope of the study
The data to he stored and manipulated within this research is restricted to a collection
of email messages. This collection will represent the document-centric data this project
is concerned with as the selected databases will represent each database type.
Both databases meet the criteria of being freely available, well-known and widely
used. PostgreSQL having more than a decade of development behind it is a relatively
well-established RDBMS and will provide representative evidence on the performance of
RDBMSs.
eXist was selected to represent NXDs as its architecture "uses an efficient index structure which is based on a numerical indexing scheme for identifying XML nodes in the
index." [eXi, 20054 A prior study on the comparison of NXDs showed that eXist's
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"architecture allowes[sic] much quicker queries." Srivastava ; 20041.
This information could not be ignored as with our research, the databases being cornpared are at very different levels in development — NXDs are a young technology relative
to RDBMSs.
Finally eXist unlike many of the freely available NXDs supports XQuery. XQuery
is the XML query language equivalent to SQL. It borrows features from several other
languages including SQL and it was designed to "provide features for retrieving and interpreting information" from any XML document.[Boag et al., 2004]. The importance
of support for XQuery was to enable a comparison of database performance based on
structure, unaffected by a difference in query language.
Performance in our research is based on time taken to perform standard database
queries including: searching information, aggregating information and retrieving information. For simplicity, updates, deletes and inserts are scoped out of the project. It must be
noted however that document-centric data such as books, advertisements, plays, articles
and most notably emails usually are not updated frequently anyway.
More specifically, performance. is based on the time taken to perform standard database
queries covering basic types of database access:
® Full table/collection scan
A full table scan in RDBMSs refers to retrieving rows whereby attribute values meet
some specified value but without an index. Instead a entire table must be searched.
This would be comparable to searching a set of related documents which are known
as a collections, "Collections play a role similar to that of a table in a relational
database or a directory in a file system." [Bourret, 2004a,
• Exact key/node access
Exact key access in RDBMSs refers to retrieving row(s) by specifying a value. In
NXDs this would be similar to retrieving data by specifying the value of an element
or node within an XML document. [eXi, 20054
® Composite key/node access
Composite key access in RDBMSs refers to retrieving rows that meet more than one
conditon. This would in NXDs be similar to accessing data by traversing several
nodes in a document's hierarchy. For example, selecting a node and a descendant
node [eXi, 2005c].
Not all NXDs support, collections.
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®

Range access (range of keys or nodes)
Range access in RDBMSs refers to retrieving row(s) whereby attribute values meet
some specified range. In NXDs this would be similar to retrieving nodes which meet
some specified range.

Each basic access type will vary further by a query's return type(s) and returned data
volume. See Section 3.4.3 for further details on the query set construction,
As performance is based on query-execution time, an assessment of storage space was
considered. To speed up querying time, further information such as; indexes, various
pre-runtime calculations and even how the data are stored. This information may deliver
high performance in terms of speed but require large amounts of storage space. However,
clue to lack of time ; an assessent of storage space was not performed.
Further performance tests, if time permits and in order of preference include, disk
input/output and concurrent access conflict resolution.

1.3 The significance of the study
Evidence supporting the research hypothesis will indicate which is the more efficient form
of database for organisations that receive, store and publish X.1141., documents containing document-centric data. It will indicate a more efficient database for specific systems
such as corporate portals, parts information systems, seam filters, catalogues, product
information systems, medical information systems, Business to Business (B2B) transaction logs, B2B business document exchange and document management information
systems [XML 20051. That is, a more efficient solution for the storing and management
of document-centric data.
Not only will the conclusion have implications on the case for NXDs, it will also
confirm the choice of a database for intended further research into developing an efficient
email-spawn filter.
A concluding importance of this study is that NXDs are sufficiently new thus there is
relatively little literature on them, and not many studies have been done. Therefore this
research will only improve and add to existing knowledge on NXDs.

1.4 Definition of terms
* Document-centric data and Data-centric data:
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Data-centric data Data that are regular in structure ; being finer-grained and having little or no mixed content. These characteristics can be found in documents
such as sale orders, flight schedules, stock quotes and sit very well with the regular and strict model for relational databases [Bourret, 2004b, Gaikwad, 2002].
Document-centric data Data that are characterized by a less regular structure,
mixed content, larger grained data such as email, books, advertisements; data
organized for human use. Compare this to data-centric data as defined above
[Bourret, 2004b, Gaikwad, 2002
* eXist eXist is an Open Source native XIVIL database, founded by Wolfgang Meier in
late 2000. It features "efficient, index-based XQuery processing, automatic indexing,
extensions for full-text search, XUpdate support and tight integration with existing
XML development tools" eXi ; 20054
• PostgreSQL "PostgreSQL is an object-relational database management system
(ORDBMS) ... developed at the University of California at Berkeley Computer Science Department." "PostgreSQL is a highly scalable, SQL compliant, open source
object-relational database management system. With more than 15 years of development history, it is quickly becoming the de facto database for enterprise level
open source solutions" [Pos, 2005],
® Relational Database A database based on Codd's [Codd, 1970] relational model
of data of one or more tables of rows and columns, in which rows from different
tables can be related. A row corresponds to a record (tuple); columns correspond to
attributes (fields) in the record. Typically uses Structured Query Language (SQL)
for "data definition, data management, and data access and retrieval" [Pro'.
• Native XML Database A. NXD is a database that stores an X.IVIL document as a
unit of logical Storage (as the RDBMS stores a row). It defines a model for a XML
document and stores and manages documents according to that model. in effect, a
NXD stores all components of a XML model intact - tree hierarchy is maintained
and documents go in and come out [Bourret, 2005].
® SQL Structured Query Language. A specialised language for defining, manipulating
and retrieving data stored in relational databases.
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® XML "eXtensible Mark-up Language, a specification developed by the W3C. XML
is a pared-down version of Standard Generalised Mark-Up Language, designed especially for Web documents. It allows designers to create their own customised tags,
enabling the definition, transmission, validation, and interpretation of data between
applications and between organizations" iglo, 20031.
XML-enabled database A database that stores XML documents. The `XMLenabled database' is a relational or object-oriented database that has been extended
to hold XML data. In this method, there is always a conversion to and from the XML
document to the underlying structure such as rows and columns in the relational
model. In addition, the XML-enabled database may only store part of the XML
document. [Computer Desktop Encyclopedia, 2005]
• XPath This language allows specific nodes or values to be selected from a source
XML document for manipulation and presentation [Austin, 2002].
• XQuery A query language that uses the structure of XML intelligently and can

express queries across all data physically stored in XML ]Boag et al., 2005]. "It
is designed to be a language in which queries are concise and easily understood.
It is also flexible enough to query a broad spectrum of XML information sources,
including both databases and documents" [Boag et al., 2004]. XQuery is XML's
equivalent of SQL. It is a query language that uses the structure of X.ML intelligently
and can express queries across all data stored in XML. [Boag et al., 20051
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2 A review of related literature
2.1 Introduction to literature review
Claims have been made to support the efficiency of NXDs with the management of
document-centric data over the prevailing RDBMS [Bourret, 2004h, Gaikwad, 2002, Nawathe,
2004, Nambiar et al., 20021.
The NXD is a new and evolving field and there is relatively little published literature
available at present beyond the internee. This literature review aims to introduce NXDs,
discuss the characteristics of the two DBMSs that may influence these claims and review
results of.' similar performance comparisons. This review will include 7 areas: (1) An
introduction to XlvIL in section, 2.2, (2) An introduction. to NXDs and document-centric
data in section 2.3, (3) Why a NXD may be a more efficient tool for the storage of
document-centric data in section 2.4, (4) When and why a RDBMS may prevail over
an NXD in section 2.5, (5) RDBMSs efforts to handle XML data and its' weaknesses in
section 2.6, (6)The benchmarking of databases and how it relates to the challenges with
storing document-centric XML data in section 2.7 and lastly (7) Similar previous studies
in section 2.8.
2.2 Introduction to XML
XML is defined as, "a W3C-recommended general-purpose markup language for creating
special-purpose markup languages. It is a simplified subset of SGML, capable of describing
many different kinds of data. Its primary purpose is to facilitate the sharing of data across
different systems, particularly systems connected via the Internet."[Wikipedia The Free
Encyclopedia, 2005] XML is text-based and applies a tree-based structure to information.
XML leaves the naming, allowable hierarchy, and meaning of the elements and attributes
open. These features have led to its popularity, especially with data transfer. Some
features of XML that make it well-suited for data transfer are:
O"its simultaneously human- and machine-readable format"
• "the self-documenting format that describes structure and field names as well as
specific values"
® "the strict syntax and parsing requirements that allow the necessary parsing algorithms to remain simple, efficient, and consistent"
11

XML is also used for data storage. Some of the benefits of using XML for this purpose
include:
• "the hierarchical structure is suitable for most (but not all) types of documents"
®"it manifests as plain text files, unencumbered by licenses or restrictions"
• "it is platform-independent, thus relatively immune to changes in technology"
However XML does have its weaknesses, a most prominent one being that XML can
get excessively bulky. Its syntax is fairly verbose and partially redundant. This problem
can take up bandwidth and time required for compressing and decompressing. [W3C,
2005, Wikipedia The Free Encyclopedia, 20051
2.3 Introduction to NXDs and document-centric data
Since its introduction by Codd in 1970 [Codd, 1970] the RDBMS has come to prevail
and it is common knowledge that today the RDBMS dominates the database market. It
thus has been a solution to the management of information that does not appear likely to
be replaced any time soon by the various alternative database management systems that
have appeared such as NXDs, "XML databases have caught on only in a small segment
of the market. Currently, 18 percent of companies support XML databases, compared to
96 percent with relational databases" 1114cKendrick, 2003].
The popularity of XML has grown with the rise in the use of the WWW and the
increased popularity of web services. "XIVIL's flexibility makes it a natural format for
both exchanging and integrating data from diverse data sources" [Freire and Benedikt,
2004]. It is agreed by many that XML is becoming or has become a standard means of data
exchange not only over the web but also between applications IFittges and Champion,
2002, Nambiar et al., 2002, Hongjun et al., 20051. A survey by Cutter Consortium's
Distributed Computing Architecture shows that approximately about three-quarters of
companies surveyed are using XML. [Corp. and Consortium, 2001] This illustrates the
rise in the use of XML. This development has generated the need to process and store
XML documents efficiently, hence the introduction of the NXD [Freire and Benedikt,
2004, Staken, 2001].
It has been suggested that this relatively new technology is a ore efficient tool than
the prevailing relational database management system (RDBMS) for the storage and
management of document-centric data [Bourret, 2004b, Gaikwad, 2002, Nawathe, 2004,
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Nambiar et al., 2002], (See also Section 2.4). That is, data that are characterized by a less
regular structure, mixed content, larger-grained data such as email, books, advertisements;
data organized for human use. This as opposed to data-centric data, being comparatively
more regular in structure, being finer-grained and having little or no mixed content. These
characteristics can be found in documents such a sales order, flight schedule, stock quote
and sit very well with the regular and. strict model for relational databases. Documentcentric data however may not always sit 'neatly' within the relational model of data.
[Bourret, 2004b, Gaikwad, 2002] It must be noted however, that no data was found, to
support this suggestion.
Native XML databases are roost commonly used to store document-centric documents.
The main reason for this is their support of XML query languages, which allow you to
query data in a very document-centric way. For example, retrieving documents based
on the order of elements. Such queries are clearly difficult to ask in a language like
SQL. Another reason is that native XIVIL databases preserve things like document order,
processing instructions, and comments, and often preserve CDATA sections, entity usage,
and so on, while XML-enabled databases do not.
As stated previously, NXDs store XML documents as a unit, like a row is a unit
in a relational table. This enables NXDs to take advantage of XML's ability to model
information in a hierarchy. XML elements are containers that contain information as well
as other elements which in turn can be containers and so on. This hierarchical structure
is one of the reasons why NXDs are suggested to be more efficient for the storage and
management of document-centric data.
As 1Freire and Benedikt, 2004.] state the "flexibility of XML" has led to its popularity
today. This flexibility as pointed out by [Nambiar et al., 2002] lies in the ability of
XML documents to represent both highly structured data, highly unstructured data or
something in between the two extremes. The relational model however is based on a
pre-defined schema that stored data must conform to. This raises the question of whether
a RDBMS can store XML data and maintain its flexibility.

2.4 NXDs: A more efficient tool for document-centric data?
It has been suggested that NXDs are a more efficient tool than the RDBMS for the storage
and management of document-centric data [Bourret, 20041b, Gaikwad, 2002, Nawathe,
2004, Nambiar et al., 2002]. No data however was provided to support this reasoning.
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This section will attempt to provide a basis for this reasoning.
It must first be stated that as NXDs are still in early stages of development, one may
argue that there is no general standard approach for the implementation of NXDs. As
the field is still in development, query optimization techniques for example, may differ
significantly maybe to the level where results of one NXD may not always represent
other NXDs.
A report on the comparison of NXDs [Srivastava ; 20041 states that there is a difficulty
in this comparison due to the fact that almost all NXDs are different in functionality
and expressibility in query languages supported: Performance (which this bases on time
arid storage space usage) also varies due to architectural design differences between NXDs
used to insert, store, query and retrieve documents.
As defined by Srivasta, NXDs are databases "designed especially to store XML documents". Like other databases they support the typical data management features: multiuser access, transaction support, security, query languages

but they differ in that their

internal model is based on XML.
However, the performance results of one NXD is possibly representative of the potential
of NXDs.
A non-exhaustive list as to why this may be is as follows: Firstly, NXDs have the ability
to model this component-subcomponent hierarchy, a model often found in documentcentric data. Such an example is a novel. A novel has top level information such as the
author, publisher and so on. Further contained within it are chapters each of which has
information specific to itself such as chapter number and chapter title. A chapter can
then further have pages contained within it, each of which can have their own specific
information such as page numbers. Pages can then further contain paragraphs, each of
which can contain sentences. This could continue till a particular word or letter forms a
leaf node in this novel hierarchy. A second example could be journals which have a specific
title and are composed of volumes which have their own information such as a title and
can further contain issues which have specific dates, which can further have pages and so
on [Fittges and Champion, 20021
Secondly, NXDs have the ability of 'round-tripping'. That is, an NXD has the ability
to ensure the 'same' document. stored, is later retrieved with no modifications. This is
important for situations such as "legal and medical applications which are required by law
to keep exact copies of documents" [Bourret, 20044
'Round tripping' may contribute to a third reason why a NXD is claimed to be a more
14

efficient tool because with a RDBMS the retrieval of a single document could possibly
require accessing several different tables thus requiring several joins which is a costly
operation fOr a RDBMS. Businesses that heavily receive, store, process and exchange
XML documents can side-step the additional costly process of Joins operations as XML
documents are stored and retrieved.
Furthermore, NXDs provide the ability to query XML data whether using XPath or
XQuery. These languages have been developed with the intention of using the structure
of XML intelligently and provide a means to query across all data physically stored in
XML. A basic example that would illustrate this can be seen in figure 1. This basic query
will return any email document that is from 'Gabrielle Gilmore'. The point to make here
is that XQuery has enabled the ability to reduce search space by pin-pointing a section
of every XML document to search. In this case a NXD will traverse right down to the
`message' node and search every sub-element within it. As SQL is based on the relational
model it lacks this type of expressiveness which is based on hierarchy information that
the RDBMS does not maintain. XQuery is based on XML and its hierarchical nature and
this expressiveness has been built in. If a document was excessively large, the ability to
state exactly what areas within a document to search may give a NXD an advantage over
RDBMSs in terms of query execution time.

XQ ITERY
for
in collection ("sperm") /message where $x//sendername = "Gabrielle Gilmore" return $x
SQL

select f from tbi_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tblheader on
(tbl mess:age .message_id
tblheader.message_id) LEFT
OUTER JOIN tbl_recipient on (tblmessage.me9sage_id =
tbl_recipi nt.messageid) where sender_name = 'Gabrielle
Gilmo re T ;

Figure 1: The expressiveness of SQL vs XQuery
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2.5 Where might NXDs fall short and XML-enabled RDBIVISs
prevail?
In pointing out why the structure of NXDs supports claims that it is a more efficient tool
for the storage and management of document-centric data (See Section 2.4), the areas
where this structure may be its downfall must also be discussed.
The advantage of a NXD storing a whole document as a unit may be diminished if
a document or part of a document is required in a form that differs from that in which
it is stored. "Native XML databases are likely to encounter performance problems when
retrieving and returning data in any form other than that in which it is stored, such as
when inverting the hierarchy or portions of it" Srivastava, 2004]. Here the RDBMSs may
prevail.
As NXDs do not break up XML documents into rows and columns but store and
retrieve whole documents, NXDs avoid extra processing that RDBMSs go through. This
extra processing, known as, 'shredding' creates finer grained data that can be an advantage
to RDBMSs if queries are predominantly data-centric and not document-centric that

requires costly joins. For example, queries on recipients within an email XML document
would require searching through bulky XML documents with recipient data scattered
within them. Assuming an email XML document had been mapped/shredded to result
in a Recipient table containing all recipient data for all ernails

to find the same data,

the RDBMS provides a simple 'full table' scan. (See Section 2.6 for further discussion on
shredding)

2.6 RDBMS effort to handle XML data and its weaknesses
To meet this need to process and store XML documents efficiently most RDBMSs have
implemented XML data support [McKendrick, 2003]. Examples include the 'the Big 3'
relational databases; IBM's DB2, Oracle and Microsoft's SQL Server 2000. These XMLenabled databases implement in various ways the ability to "understand how to convert
relational data to XML and back" [Obasanjo, 2001].
There are three main solutions for the storage of XML, data within RDBMSs and
only Oracle and DB2, the leading RDBMSs in incorporating XML storage, implement all
three: shredding, unstructured and structured.
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2.6.1 Shredding arid pasting
The shredding method is achieved by mapping the tree structure of a XML, document
onto the flat relational model of tables, columns and rows [Freire and Simeon, 2002]. The
extraction of an XML document is then achieved by 'pasting' columns and rows together.
Shredding has its limitations though. Firstly, if the hierarchical relationships among
the data in the original XML document need to be maintained this solution becomes
unsatisfactory as the hierarchy is transformed when mapping 'McCown, 2004].
Secondly, this solution is quite challenging in that it requires both an appropriate
mapping of the XML schema into the relational schema, a mechanism to to load the
XiVIL data into the RDBMS, and a translation of XML queries for the original document
into SQL queries for the mapped data. On top of this complexity, the size of XML
documents can become quite large. If an XML document contains highly data-centric
information this method may be fine but if the XML document contained a novel or a
play for example -- document-centric data — this method shows its limitations. An
excessive number of parent and child nodes such as in a novel may not always fit neatly
into columns and rows[Trippe, 2004, Freire and Simeon, 2002, Freire and Beneclikt, 2004].
Thirdly, not only is there complexity mapping different schema, studies have shown
that querying the mapped data can also be inefficient. [Nambiar et al., 2002] demonstrate
that XML-enabled RDBMSs show poor performance for navigational queries, that is,
queries that require traversal of a XML document structure. For example a query such
as 'return any email document that has certain sub-elements' would require the traversal
of its sub-elements. This study concludes that it is the time taken to reconstruct or
the 'pasting' of transformed XML data that is the main cause of this poor performance
relative the NXD. The NXD shows higher performance as it maintains the structure of
XML document thus simply traverses nodes in a document to check query constraints
if need be, and side-step the additional pasting process. The relational database to sidestep the 'pasting' of shredded XML data, would have to maintain relationships through
foreign keys. A large number of parent and child nodes could result in very large numbers
of foreign key relationships to navigate.
[Nambiar et al., 2002] also demonstrate that XML-enabled RDBMSs that store XML
data but do not maintain its hierarchical structure also show poor performance with
document queries such as, 'Among the first 3 Headers elements for each email document
that meet some restriction, select the second child-element'. Queries such as this use the
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order of elements within a document or the order of documents themselves. This study
concludes that because shredded XML cannot maintain implicit order i.e., order that is
just carried by the order of elements within a document, it provides lower performance
than the NXD.
To overcome the weaknesses of shredding, it appears the RDBMS could:
Implement some efficient method that maintains data about the original hierarchy
of an XML document else RDBMSs will be inadequate if such processing is required
INambiar et al., 2002],
2. Increase speed of maintaining and navigating foreign keys
3. or just speed up shredding and pasting to the point that the additional processing
time required is insignificant.
2.6.2 Storing XML as a datatype
The second method of storing XML data in a RDBNIS involves providing datatypes to
enable the storage and retrieval of XML documents as single units. For instance, in Oracle
9i, XML documents can be stored in user-defined columns of type GLOB or BLOB.
Though the hierarchical relationships among the data in the original XML document
are maintained, this method is limited in that search capabilities are not extended to
searching within a document itself [McCown, 2004]. This effectively means you end up
with possibly very large chunks of XML data without the ability to query it. This goes
against the purpose of a database as one cannot retrieve information from it. This may
not be a problem if the database is going to be storing a few XML documents without
the intent of querying them. However, if a database is to exist primarily to receive, store,
process and publish XML data, this method, as with shredding, will probably not provide
highest performance.
2.6.3 Providing 'native )(NIL' storage
The third method of storing XML data in

a

RDBMS is 'native XML' storage, which

enables the storage of XML data and maintains the hierarchical relationships among the
data in the original XML document. Oracle Database 10g provides features for importing,
storing, querying (with XQuery), and generating XML data. Other than Oracle this
method is not fully supported by any of the 'big 3' RDBMSs. DB2, like Oracle, supports
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`native XML' storage, however its XML search capabilities are limited as it does not
support XQuery [McCown, 20041. (See Section 1.4 for definition of XQuery)
As Oracle maintains data about the hierarchy of an XML document and supports
XQuery which utilises that structure, it should therefore meet the performance level of
NXDs with the navigational and document; queries defined within 1Nambiar et al., 20021's
study as their primary reason for XML-enabled databases providing poorer performance
relative to NXDs is their inability to maintain hierarchy.
2.6.4 Overview of RDBMS-XML-enabled databases and their weaknesses
This discussion has pointed out several weaknesses of the outlined methods for storing
XML data within RDBMSs. Weaknesses found in shredding such as: the inability to
maintain the hierarchical relationships when data is shredded, the challenge, complexity
and time inefficiency in mapping the two models. Storing XML documents as BLOBs or
CLOBs also falls short as there is no way to search within XML documents and retrieve
required information.
The third method for the storage of XML data within RDBMSs seems to overcome
these weaknesses, as it appears to be equivalent to an NXD

seeing that it supports

the storage of 'native XIVIL), therefore maintains the XML model of data and provides
the standard means of querying XML data using XQuery. However, only one of the most
expensive R,DBMSs (Oracle) has implemented this solution. How well Oracle implements
this solution and how soon a wider variety of RDBMSs will implement 'native XML'
storage is yet to be seen.'
How well Oracle implements this native XML storage will determine whether RDBMSs
may provide high performance with document-centric XML data and could go against the
claims that NXDs in providing native XML storage, are a more efficient solution for the
storage and management of document-centric data.

2.7 Benchmarking databases
Benchmarking compares and assesses the performance of different databases. It thus is an
important area as it shares the same aim as this research — the difference in performance
of a NXD and RDBMS with the storage and management of document-centric data.
2 0racie's capability in handling XML data made it a candidate RDBMS for comparison in this research. However, Oracle was ruled out because of licensing restrictions on benchmarking studies.
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2.7.1 'Traditional' benchmarks
A look at "traditional" database benchmarks[TPC, 2005] or relational database benchmarks proved to be unhelpful as these benchmarks targeted aspects not within the scope
of this project.
These benchmarks were based on the relational model thus would not he a valid
benchmark to compare the performance of NXDs and RDBMSs, but it was hoped they
would provide direction on the comparison of two databases.
A well established organisation, the Transaction Performance Council (TPC) provides
a variety of benchmarks heavily used within the industry such as: an on-line transaction
processing benchmark, an ad-hoc, decision support benchmark, a transactional web ecommerce benchmark and an application server and web services benchmark.
These heavily used benchmarks target commercial environments and thus performance
is based on standard commercial activities such as handling complex queries for decision
support, processing business oriented transactions (online and offline) and handling multiuser environments.
Our research is not concerned with how well either database type handles complex
business transactions, handles stress in a business environment or how well it provides
decision support. It simply wants to perform a comparison of two different databases to
see if there is a difference in the performance due to how each stores a particular type of
data

document-centric data.

2.7.2 XML database benchmarks
XML database benchmarks are comparatively quite recent as compared to the relational
database benchmarks. They assess and compare the various approaches to storing XML
data.

whether NXDs, XML-enabled RDBMSs or other XML storage and management

schemes. Prominent XML database benchmarks appear to be X007 [Narnbiar et al.],
XMark [Rahm and Bbhnie, 2005] and XMark [Busse et al., 2003]. Again as above, these
benchmarks challenged aspects that were not within the scope of this research.
These XML database benchmarks challenge aspects of the environments in which
XML is heavily used. Xlidark for example is modelled for a web application using XML
data and XMark models a internet auction site [Nambiar et al., 2001]. [Schmidt et al.,
2001] look at how to benchmark XML databases and appropriately conclude that XML
databases must meet the performance requirements within the areas of heaviest use
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web services, B2B, e-commerce.
Again, our study is concerned only with document-centric XML data and the difference in the performance due to different storage methods and is not concerned with the
challenges of these environments. However, to provide direction and ensure an existing
and

valid XML database benchmark is accounted for, X007 was chosen as the benchmark

to consider as a means to justify choice of queries. As these benchmarks are designed for a
specific data set that is not specifically document-centric, this research can only see what
kinds of queries X007 uses and ensure that it covers the same sort of ground.'
As previously discussed, 1Na,mbiar et al., 2001] show that XMach and XMark focus
only on the data-centric properties found in R,DBMSs while X007 has been extended
to test document processing capabilities. Furthermore, 1Nambiar et al., 2001] show that
X007 covers challenges that XMach and XMark put forward. For these reasons X007
was selected.
2.8 Previous studies
A study performed by 1Nambiar et al., 20021 that uses the benchmark X007 [Nambiar
et al.] to assess the efficiency of various XML Management Systems, shows that XMLenabled databases provide higher performance in terms of query response time, for relational queries or queries similar to the relational model, as they leverage the "power
of its back-end relational database". RDBMSs thus may provide higher performance if
documents are queried in a 'relational way'. The nature of such queries give the XMLenabled RDBMS the ability to use optimization techniques within the relational database
field that has had more than twenty years of development. However, these optimization
techniques are based on the data-centric relational model therefore may fall short when
used on the data this study is concerned with -- document-centric data.
In fact, the [Nambiar et al., 2002] study indicates this. They conclude that 'it depends
on the situation'. If you have data-centric data that are being queried in a data-centric
way, then a XML-enabled RDBMS will provide higher performance whereas if you have
document-centric data that are being queried in a document-centric way, then a NXD
will provide higher performance.
A recent study however, by [Hongjun et al., 2005] utilises two existing XML-database
3 The 3 types of queries X007 defines:

relational,

navigational and document are covered in the query

set.
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benchmarks and reports on impacts of various XML storage models on query performance.
It concludes that an XML-enabled RDBMS provides higher performance than NXDs in
terms of query execution time. Two prominent benchmarks were used, XMark [Busse
et al., 2003] and XMach. ]Rahm and Mime, 2005]. XMark showed that XML-enabled
RDBMSs were faster by "3 times" and XMach showed NXDs were outperformed by about
"10 times".
However, [Nambiar et al., 2001] compares the recent benchmarks, XMach, XMark and
X007 arid states that XMark and XN/Iaeli focus on the data-centric properties of XML.
If so, [Hongjun et al., 2005]'s conclusion that XML-enabled databases provide higher
performance may be biased.
If it is biased, it does confirm [Nambiar et al., 20021's conclusion that XML-enabled
RDBMSs provides higher performance for databases being queried in a data-centric way
or in other words, a relational way. If the two benchmarks are data-centric focused,
XML-enabled RDBMSs will benefit from the "power of its back-end relational database"
Nambiar et al., 2002].

2.9 Summary
The increased popularity of XML has created a need to store and process XML documents
more efficiently. This development has seen the introduction of the NXD. It is claimed
this newer DBMS is a more efficient tool for the storage of document-centric data. It
is argued the regular and strict relational model cannot meet the flexibility needed for
document-centric data whereas the NXD can. RDBMSs efforts to meet this need to store
and process XML documents have been found to have their limitations as discussed, most
notably for document-centric data.
Studies using XML-database benchmarks have shown that the performance of the
two databases do differ. The first study shows that XML-enabled R,DBMS provides
higher performance than NXDs in terms of query execution time. [1-longjun et al., 2005].
However, a further study comparing the benchmarks indicates the benchmarks used in
the first study are biased. [Nambiar et al., 20011 The second study states it depends
on the situation — an XML-enabled RDBMS will provide higher performance for datacentric data that is being queried in a data-centric way whereas a NXD will provide.
higher performance for document-centric data that is being queried in a document-centric
way[Natnbiar et al., 2002]. Nevertheless these conflicting studies have shown that there is
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a difference in performance that needs to be assessed — particularly for the storage and
management of document-centric data.
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3 Experimental design
3.1 Independent and dependent variables
The independent variables in this experiment include the type of DBMS used (NXD vs.
RDBMS), the query languages supported by the databases (SQL and X.Query), the set
of queries established and the data to be manipulated (email).
The dependent variable is time. Time is measured by the length of time for a query
to execute on a database. Performance of a database will be determined by this measurement.

3.2 Potentially confounding variables
A potential confounding variable that may jeopardize the reliability and internal validity of
this measurement is the fact that PostgreSQL is relatively a more mature and established
database than eXist which is still a young technology.
Therefore, PostgreSQL may have an advantage as it may have a more efficient code
base. To confirm this and the extent to which it may affect measurements an initial
experiment was to be carried out, but was not.
This was to involve running a script of simple queries on both empty databases which
were unaffected by any optimization techniques. As there is no data, the performance
of a query would riot have been affected by how the data was stored. Any difference
in performance would thus be due to baseline differences across the two DBMSs; such
as having a faster query language interpreter or a more efficient code base. This would
have provided evidence on the extent to which PostgreSQL may have advantage and
measurements may be distorted. With this evidence the configuration of the databases
could have been altered to control any advantage PostgreSQL may have over eXist (or
vice versa) to ensure the measurements of performance are solely based on the structure
of the databases.
However, as stated, this experiment was not carried out as it was found that PostgreSQL although it is a relatively a more mature and established database than eXist,
had no significant advantage in query-execution time. No initial tests were carried out to
prove this as it was quite obvious as the queries were being written and tested.
A second potential confounding variable that may have jeopardized the reliability
and validity of this measurement is caching, which could have occurred with norm-empty
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queries.' Caching is a standard hardware performance tuning technique that any reliable
database implements in order to avoid expensive disk access, as PostgreSQL and eXist
do.5
If subsequent queries retrieve data that was recently read then caching would have
ensured that a subsequent query need not have accessed disk. For instance, if a query
accesses a table for the first time it must retrieve data from disk. As the accessed table is
then cached a subsequent query accessing the same table can access data from the cache
much quicker than from disk,
PostgreSQL and eXist enable the database administrator control of the size of memory
available for caching. Thus, to ensure the query-execution times, hence performance
measures were not affected by efficient caching techniques, the databases were configured
to support a negligible amount, of caching {Momjian,

eXi, 2005b].

In assuming both potential confounding variables are dealt with adequately, performance is based on time for a query execution and time measurements will thus form the
primary data collection. To ensure reliable and accurate time measurements, a program
will be created to calculate time for a database to execute a query.
3.3 Effect of confounding variables
To reduce the effect of caching, it was set to the smallest size possible. As PostgreSQL
uses the cache for its internal work it restricted the cache size to a minimum of 1281(13.
Thus eXist's cache size was set to the same amount to keep the cache size constant across
the databases.
Resetting the size did have an effect on both databases. The time to execute the entire
query set on both databases increased. PostgreSQL, had an increase from approximately
8 to 11 hours whilst eXist increased from approximately 17 to 21 hours.
A third unforeseen confounding variable was running the experiments (each database)
on two identical machines, PostgreSQL was later installed and run on the same machine
`Caching is the duplication of data from the hard disk in random access memory where the original
storage would be relatively more expensive to fetch from than reading the cache.
5 Disk access is expensive clue to access time U, it is derived from; command overhead time (time
elapsed since command is given and its execution starts), seek time (time for the read/write heads to
move

over the appropriate tracks), settle time (time for the heads to stabilize sufficiently for the data to

beg
in to be read) and latency (time for the correct sector within a track to come around to where the
read/write heads are located) IKozierok, 20001.
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eXist was installed on and it was found that t yre time to run the entire query set actually
increased by approximately 2 hours.
This could due to the differences in hardware. Therefore to ensure this confounding
variable was accounted for the databases were then tested on a single computer.
A fourth confounding variable was later found with the approach to creating the query
set. It had to be ensured that the query set was not data-centric focused. This would lead
to biased data as these query types are the typical queries run on RDBMSs. An RDBMS
thus may be more optimized to handle such a query set.

3.4 Research design
The research methodology is experimental and this section will describe the how this
experiment was carried out.
3.4.1 Hardware and software

The computer used during the experiment was a Dell OptiPlex GX110 with an Intel
Pentium III 733MHz cpu, 256MB SDR.AM and a 10.2GB WD102Western. Digital hardisk.
The Operating System used was Fedora Core 3, i383, kernel 2.6.9-1.667 [14]. The version
of eXist was eXist 3.1 for Linux. The PostgreSQL version used was PostgreSQL 8.0.3.
The Java Development Kit from Sun version 1.5 was used to develop Java programs.
3.4.2 Database structure and data source

A collection of 6,432 spam emails was used to populate the selected databases. This
collection was to represent a document-centric dataset.
This collection was inserted and stored within eXist as XML documents. The relational
database had a logical model defined for it (See Appendix A for the relational database's
logical model).
All the messages were initially saved as individual text files. Two Peri scripts were then
used to load the databases. Both scripts disassembled the entails into their constituent
components; one script then inserted these components into the appropriate tables in the
PostgreSQL database, while the other script generated XML documents corresponding
to the original emails. These XML documents were then imported into eXist using the
provided command line tools.
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A set of it typical queries on document-centric data was defined (See Section 1.2 and
3.-4.3 for more details on how the query set was established). Basically 11 tasks were
defined in XQuery and SQL to be performed on the corresponding databases.
A Java program was created and run within a Java development tool (Eclipse 1.5) to
interact with the both databases. (See Appendices B and C to view the source code).
These programs were used to calculate the time for a database to execute a query.
To ensure no network processing was involved in the query-execution time each Java
application was run as a local client. Each query was run a thousand times on each.
database and the time-to-execute was calculated by the Java program. (See Section 3.5
for more information on Data Collection using Java applications.
The implemented program ensured no human error was present in timing and the
re-running of a query provided a larger data collection and enabled us to disregard any
erroneous extreme time values.
The standard deviation of the times for each database was taken starting with a run of
10 times then 20, 30, 40 etc., The standard deviation was then graphed against number of
re-runs and it appeared that for most queries it was not until after the query had been run
a 1000 times did the standard deviation appear to stabilise – meaning that re-running a
query a 1000 times was adequate to disregard any erroneous extreme time values.
An analysis of the data — query-execution times collected will determine if there is
a difference in the performance of PostgreSQL and eXist due to different internal architectures. This will enable us to conclude if there is a difference in the performance of
RDBMSs and NXDs with the storage and management of document-centric data.
3.4.3 Construction of queries
Initially the query set was created by ensuring all types of disk access were represented,
including, sequential access, range access, composite key and unique key access.
Then the question 'what queries would be run on a collection of email — in particular,
sparn was asked to ensure the query set was representative of queries on document-centric
data.
Finally, NXD benchmarks were investigated. X007 was chosen as the appropriate
benchmark to look at to ensure that the query set had covered a valid and established
benchmark in the industry. (See Section 2.7.2 for further details on why X007 was
selected and how it was used in establishing queries). These factors were taken into
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consideration and implemented within the query set. See Appendix D to view the query
set.

3.5 Data collection
A Java program was created that set up a local connection to ensure no network processing included in query-execution time. Once a connection was established, a current,
query was read in from another text file which contained all the queries for a database.
The Java program recorded the start time in milliseconds using the Java class libraries
(System.currentTimeMillis). The database was then sent the current query.
The result of the query was ignored as it was not of interest but when control returned
or after the query had been executed, the end time was recorded in the same way.
The difference between system end time and system start time was then written to an
output file and this value represented the time it took for a database to run that current
query.
This process was repeated a 1000 times, then the next query was read into the program
and the same process repeated itself. This method enabled the databases to be left alone
to run and calculate query-execution times without the researcher being present.
Limitations of this method maybe however that the exact query-execution time does
involve 'java processing' as Java is being used. However, both databases are being accessed or queried using the same approach so if there is any difference in the way that
these databases work with Java, this difference is constant across both or is an insignificant
difference. See Appendices B and C for the source code of these programs.

3.6 Assumptions
The assumptions this design assumes are outlined below:
• The performance of the chosen databases, PostgreSQL and eXist are representative
of RDBMSs and NXDs.
® Time for a query to execute is a valid measurement of performance.
• The selected collection of email is adequate in representing document-centric data.
e The selection of queries to run will provide a valid measurement of performance.
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• Though the NXD is still quite a young technology relative to the RDBMSs, the
initial configuration of each selected database will ensure they are comparable. Any
advantage PostgreSQL has over eXist (or possibly vice versa) that is not due to how
data are stored will be adequately balanced out.
• Each database will be configured to ensure caching techniques have a negligible
effect on query-time execution.
• The difference in query languages supported by each database will have no impact
on the performance measurement.
• The data collected is valid arid the statistical methods chosen are appropriate to
the problem and provide valid evidence on the performance of the two databases.
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4 Results obtained and analysis of results
This section will present the results and provide an analysis of results obtained. A. query
is also known as a task. Therefore, there were 11 tasks defined and each task was run a
1000 times on each database.
Firstly, before any statistical tests had been carried out, the data were graphed and
it was obvious that there was a significant difference in query-execution times. That is,
between databases with all task times combined and between tasks on each database.
However ; a 2-WAY A.NOVA test was carried out to confirm whether there is a significant difference in the performance between a RDBIVIS and a NXD. This test provided
evidence that there is a significant difference: in time between databases when all times
for all tasks are combined and further showed that there is a significant difference in time
between tasks for each database.

4.1 Difference in overall time between DBs — combined 11 tasks
Looking at figure 2 where all 11 tasks are combined, it can be seen that on average
PostgreSQL is faster with a mean time of 3923 milliseconds(ms) and a median time
of 3650 ms. The horizontal axis represents the task time (ms) and the vertical access
represents the frequency or number of runs within each time interval.
However, in looking at eXist, the time range is more spread out ( 0 - 25000 ms). It
appears that a few extreme values lie around 25000 ms. This and the fact that eXist's
median time is only 3126 ms compared to the mean of 5880 ms, it indicates that a few
extreme values have pulled the mean time up.
The statistics in Table 1 show that at the 95% level of confidence there is a significant differerence in time between databases when all 11 tasks are combined. The
Source.nDbase and Sig. value of .000 confirms this.
When graphing individual tasks for each database it. was also observed that there was
a obvious difference in time. Tins can be seen in figure 3. The horizontal axis represents
the task time (iris) and the vertical axis represents the frequency of time. The mean time
for each task is displayed within each histogram.
For task 1, for example, eXist obviously outperforms PostgreSQL with a average of
lying towards 0 ms whereas PostgreSQL tended towards 5000 ms. For task 8 the scenario
is switched. PostgreSQL obviously outperforms eXist.
mean time
In fact, eXist provided higher performance for 6 out of the 11 tasks. The
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Figure 2: Distribution of ALL times between DBMSs

Table 1: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) in overall time between DBs
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
De endent Variable: tasktirne
Type III Sum
of Squares
Source
Corrected Model
7.133E+011 3
Intercept
5.286E+011
.nDbase
21 08E+010
2.846E+011
task
nDbase task
4.276E+011
Error
2921522849
Total
I .246E+012
Corrected Total
7.162E+011

df

10
10
21978

Mean Square
3.397E+010
5.266E+011
2.108E+010
2.646E+0 0
4.276E+010
132929.423

22000

21999

a. R Squared .996 (Adjusted R Squared = .996)
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F
255521.6
3976243
168562.5
199046.9
321690.2

Sig.
,000
.000
000
.000
.000

Partial Eta
Squared
.9 96
.995
.878
.989
.993
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Figure 3: Histograms of task times for all 11 tasks
for each task confirmed this. PostgreSQL had a lower mean time for 5 of the tasks (3,6,8,9
10) whereas eXist provided a lower mean time for 6 of the 11 tasks (1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 11).
These results invoked a further analysis into whether there was a significant difference
in time between task on each database.
The statistics in table 1 show that at the 95% level of confidence there is a significant differerence in time between tasks on each database (ie. eXist.task 1 compared to
PostgreSQL.task 1) The Source.task and Sig. value of .000 confirms this.
Further analysis was then undertaken into how each database performed for each task.

4.2 How time varies between database and task type
This section will look at individual tasks and see how each database performed at each.
We will then attempt to explain why the results.
The horizontal axis represents the task time and the vertical access represents the
frequency of time.
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4.2.1 Task 1: Retrieving an email with a certain name

Task 1 was based on retrieving an email from a particular person, in this case 'Gabrielle
Gilmore'. eXist visibly outperforms PostgreSQL on task 1 and has a mean time of 503
ms whereas PostgreSQL mean time is 5020 ms. (See figure 4 and queries below)
As with all queries defined within the query set (except for task 9) this query would
result in a join between 3 large tables then a restriction of the result set to records
where sender_name equals 'Gabrielle Gilmore'. The join operation is one of the costliest
operations on a relational database.
As with all queries defined within the query set, in eXist this query would decompose
a given path expression into a chain of separate steps. The ability to express this path
expression gives eXist the ability to reduce the search space. Each email is divided into 3
sections: message, header and recipient.
Including Ymessage' within the query straight away removes top these level elements
recipient and header and all their sub-elements. eXist also provides an index on toplevel elements that; could speed up this query.
Both databases provide the ability to use an index to speed up the query but eXist
also side-steps the extra processing required in 'pasting' OR joining of bits data which
probably is the primary reason why eXist is much faster.
Task2
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x/Oid = 10000 return $x
SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN
tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where tbl_message.message_id = 10000;

Figure 4: Histogram of task times for Task 1
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4.2.2 Task 2: Retrieving data via a unique key

Task 2 was based on retrieving an email using a unique key.
eXist outperforms PostgreSQL on task 2 and has a mean time of 3621 ms whereas
PostgreSQL's mean time is 5028 ms. (See figure 5 and queries below)
This query would in PostgreSQL require a single index lookup using the unique primary key. In eXist as top-level elements such as id are indexed ; a similar single index
lookup would be required. Thus a single look up on both databases would have occured.
It appears however that eXist outperforms PostgreSQL. This is possibly an effect of
PostgreSQL having to run costly join operations across the 3 large tables.
Task2
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x/@id = 10000 return $x
SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN
tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where tbl_message.message_id = 10000;

4.2.3 Task 3: Range access

Task 3 was based on implementing a range access.
PostgreSQL outperforms eXist on task 3 and has a mean time of 5027 ms whereas
eXist has a mean time is 6333 ms. (See figure 6 and queries below)
This query would on PostgreSQL be implemented as a range access whereby a index
can be used on the column

e_sent' to check for values between a specific range.

Figure 5: Histogram of task times for Task 2

ms)
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With eXist this would appear to require accessing every document but then going
straight to the `time_sent' node and checking the condition.
PostgreSQL appears to provide higher performance for this task, even with the costly
join operation and eXist's abiltity to reduce search space. But note however that the
difference in time is not much.
Task3
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam") where $x//time-sent > "Fri, 6 Jun 21:50:22
1998 +12:00" and $x//time-sent < "Fri, 7 Jun 21:50:22 2001 +12:00"
return $x
SQL:
SELECT * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN
tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where time_sent > to_date('06-06-1998', 'DD-MM-YYYY') and
time_sent < to_date('07-06-2001', 'DD-MM-YYYY');

4.2.4 Task 4: Increasing conditions to 2

Task 4 was based on returning all emails that met 2 conditions. It was thus an extension
to task 1 by increasing the number of conditons to be met.
As with task 1, eXist outperforms PostgreSQL and has a mean time of 797 ms whereas
PostgreSQL has a mean time is 1454 ms. (See figure 7 and queries below)
Again, this could be due to the costly join on 3 large tables within posgreSQL whereas
eXist again has the ability to reduce search space by traversing through to every node
specified.
Note also that the `&—' symbol in the XQuery is a special text search operator. It
will select all nodes containing all the space separated terms in the right-hand parameter.

Figure 6: Histogram of task times for Task 3
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This task is implements a text-search. As eXist supports text-indexing it could possibly
have an advantage over PostgreSQL.
PostgreSQL cannot make use of an index as it uses the LIKE operator to implement
the same query. However, PostgreSQL can only utilise an index on a 'start with' match.
The 'LIKE' operator searches on internal substrings of the index key rather than leading
substrings --- to use the index the leading portion of the text must be provided. For
example, 'select from TableX where firstname Gabrielle Gilmore' can trigger an index
as the leading portion of the substring to search is provided i.e., 'Ga..' This basically
means that PostgreSQL was stuck with a full table scan.
For the reasons given, the results of the LIKE-style queries, including tasks 5, 6, 7, 8,
10, 11 may not be directly comparable.
It was realised late in the research that this could be a confounding factor but due
to insufficient time to re-run the experiments in a different form this must be left as a
problem for future investigation.

Task4
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x//subject .k= "sex"
and $x//sender-address = "Oyahoo.com" return $x
SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN
tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like I.sex%' and sender_address like '%@yahoo.com';

Figure 7: Histogram of task times for Task 4
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4.2.5 Task 5: One condition

Task 5 was based on retrieving an email that had a specific word somewhere within its
subject column/node.
eXist visibly outperforms PostgreSQL on task 5 and has a mean time of 106 ms whereas
PostgreSQL mean time is 7220 ms. (See figure 8 and queries below)
Firstly this could be due to the costly join operation on 3 large tables within eXist,
whereas eXist again has the ability reduce search space and traverse through the each
document to the subject node and check the condition.
Again this task implements a text-search as in task 4. As eXist supports text-indexing
it may have an advantage over PostgreSQL. See task 4 for details on text-searching.
PostgreSQL was stuck with a full table scan and eXist could possibly have an advantage over PostgreSQL due to its ability to perform text-searches. This is an area for
further investigation.

Tasks
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/messsage where $x//subject
return $x

"sex"

SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id)
LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id =
tbl_recipient.message_id) where subject like '%sex%';

Figure 8: Histogram of task times for task 5
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4.2.6 Task 6: Increasing conditions to four

Task 6 was based on retrieving an email that meets four conditions. Again this was a
similar to task 1 and task 4 but with the number of conditions further increased.
PostgreSQL visibly outperforms eXist on task 6 and has a mean time of 103 ms whereas
eXist has a mean time of 3700 ms. (See figure 9 and queries below)
Again task 6 implements a text-search. As eXist supports full-text indexing it may
have an advantage over PostgreSQL. See task 4 for details on text-searching.
However, the advantage eXist may have with full-text indexing appears not enough to
give it an advantage over PostgreSQL in this case

where conditions are increased.

A possible reason for this is that while eXist can traverse to the multiple nodes of
interest, this query would require multiple traversals through every document. Multiple
traversals may be the reason as to why eXist slows down compared to PostgreSQL.
Possible reasons may be that increasing query conditions exhausts system memory or
that PostgreSQL's memory management is more advanced. This implies that PostgreSQL
with more than a decade of development, compared to eXists's 5 years, just has a more
efficient database engine. But it could also just be that SQL systems are just better suited
in general to these types of query. This is an area for further investigation.
Task6
)(Query:
for $x in collection("spam") where $x//subject 84= "sex"
"usa" and $x//sender-name 84= "Tight"
and $x//sender-address
and $x//priority = "3" return $x
SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER

Figure 9: Histogram of task times for task 6
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JOIN tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like losexV and sender_address like '%usaV
and sender_name like 'WrightV and priority=3;

4.207 Task 7: Two conditions and a range access
Task 7 was based on retrieving an email that met two conditions, one requiring a range
access.
eXist visibly outperforms PostgreSQL on task 7 and has a mean time of 6633 ms
whereas PostgreSQL has a mean time of 12711 ms. eXist is about 2 times faster. (See
figure 10 and queries below)
Like previous tasks one of the conditions requires a text search but the second condition
like task 3 implements a range access
eXist will use its ability to perform text searches and will require multiple node traversals to check both conditions.
With task 3, PostgreSQL outperformed eXist with range accessing. This query however, adds text searching that PostgreSQL does not support. See task 4 for details on
text- searching.
It thus appears that eXist has an advantage over PostgreSQL with queries implementing full-text searches but only when conditions are kept to a minimum. Furthermore, it
appears the advantage eXist has with full-text searching exceeds PostgreSQL's advantage
with range access querying.
Task?
)(Query:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x//subject &= "sex"
and $x//priority >"1" and $x//priority < "5" return $x

Figure 10: Histogram of task times for Task 7
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SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.messago_id) LEFT OUTER
JOIN tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_rocipient.message_id)
where subject like '%sex°/,' and priority > 1 and priority <5;

4.2.8 Task 8: Increasing conditions to four and a range access
Task 8 was based on retrieving an email that met four conditions, one requiring a range
access. This task is similar to task 7 but conditions are increased.
PostgreSQL visibly outperforms eXist with a mean time of 12713 ms whereas eXist
has a mean of 55493 ms. (See figure 11 and queries below)
PostgreSQL is at a disadvantage as two of the conditions involved text-based searches
for which only eXist provides indexing. See task 4 for more details on text-searching.
PostgreSQL was thus left with a full table scan to check for these constraints,
eXist will use its ability to perform full-text searches and will require multiple node
traversals to • check conditions.
Task 8 is similar to task 7 but only the conditions have been increased, from two to
four.
Again as with task 6 any advantage eXist may have with full-text indexing appears
not enough to give it an advantage over PostgreSQL when conditions are increased.
With task 7 it appeared that eXist has an advantage over PostgreSQL with queries
implementing full-text searches but only when conditions are kept to a minimum. Task 8
implemented the same query as task 7 but only increased the conditions and eXist turned
out to be much slower.
As previously stated, possible reasons maybe that increasing query conditions exhausts
machines memory and PostgreSQL memory management is again more advanced. Refer
to task 6 in Section 4.2.6.
Task8
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x/subject &= 'sex'
and $x/priority >'1'and $x/priority < '5' and
$x/header-list/headerDtype = 'From'] &= 'usa' return $x
SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN
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Figure 11: Histogram of task times for task 8
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tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like losexY,' and priority > 1 and priority <5
and header_name = 'From' and header_value like '%usa%';

4.2.9 Task 9: A data-centric query

Task 9 was based on retrieving a list of all the recipients in the database.
PostgreSQL visibly outperforms eXist on task 9 and has a mean time of 529 ms
whereas eXist had a mean time of 25432 ms. (See figure 12 and queries below) It appears
the extreme values that distorted the total mean time for 11 tasks combined for eXist,
was a influenced by this query. (Refer to Section 4.1).
This is a typical RDBMS query — 'select * from tableX'. It is a data-centric query
involving a simple scan of a single column in a single table.
eXist has to search through the entire collection, in every possibly bulky document to
retrieve many small sections.
It appears the ability to traverse to the recipient node for this query provides no
advantage over the granular storage of data when it comes to this task. PostgreSQL has
to do a full-table scan but has less data to go through as it can go straight to the recipient
table and ignore all other data.
It appears that the relational database has an advantage in query-execution time when
it comes to data-centric queries that benefit from the granular storage structure of tables,
columns and rows.
Task9
XQuery:
for $x in //recipient-list return $x//recipient-address
SQL:
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Figure 12: Histogram of task times for task 9
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select * from tbl_recipient;

4.2.10 Task 10: Retrieving re-structured data

Task 10 was based on retrieving not an entire email, but only five selected parts of every
email that met one condition.
eXist outperforms PostgreSQL on task 10 and has a mean time of 1345 ms whereas
PostgreSQL had a mean time of 3129 ms. (See figure 13 and queries below)
PostgreSQL is at a disadvantage as this task condition involves a text-based search for
which only eXist provides indexing. Refer to task 4 in section 4.2.4 for more details on
text searching. PostgreSQL was thus left with a full table scan to check for this constraint.
Furthermore, as with all tasks PostgreSQL must perform a join on all tables before the
restriction is applied.
eXist will use its ability to perform full-text and search thus has an advantage. Note
also that there is only one condition, so eXist again appears to provide higher performance
when fewer conditons are specified.
This task is similar to task 5, but it requires eXist to retrieve parts from every document in every email, re-structure this result then return. This extra processing however
does not seem to put eXist at any disadvantage.
Task10
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x//subject &= "sex" return
<message> <sender> {$x//sender-address}</sender><reciever>
{$x//recipient-address}</reciever><subject> {$x//subject}
</subject> <date> {$x//time-sent} </date><content>
{$x//raw-content}</content></message>
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Figure 13: Histogram of task times for task 10

SQL:
select sender_address, recipient_address, subject, time_sent,
raw_content from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER
JOIN tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like '%sex%';

4.2.11 Task 11: Retrieving re-structured data - but reducing the amount

Task 11 is similar to task 10. It is based on retrieving not an entire email, but only four
selected parts of every email that met one condition. This task removes the retrieval of
raw_content -- the bulk of an email.
PostgreSQL outperforms eXist on task 11 and has a mean time of 2372 ms whereas
eXist has a mean time of 3501 ms. (See figure 14 and queries below)
With only four parts to retrieve, this effectively removes one large column and reduces much of the data involved so that there is less data involved in the join operation
PostgreSQL must perform --- if PostgreSQL does join only the required columns before
it performs the restriction.
Therefore there is less data to wade through when checking the condition. This is a
possible reason as to why the mean time reduces from 3129 ms in task 10 to 2372 ms in
task 11.
Again task 11 implements a text-search and eXist provides functionality for textindexing, whereas PostgreSQL does not and so must perform a full-table scan. However,
this was not enough to give eXist an advantage over PostgreSQL.
Note that there there is only one condition specified and in all previous tasks with
full-text searching and 1 or 2 conditions, eXist always performs better. It appears that
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now with less data to wade through PostgreSQL is faster than eXist even though eXist
has full-text indexing.
With eXist the opposite occurred time increased from 1345 ms in task 10 to 3501
ms. This is possibly due to eXist having to remove one more section from every email,
thus spending more time in restructuring every email to meet the required output.
Note that so far, PostgreSQL has provided higher performance for tasks where only
one condition must be met.
Taskil
)(Query:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x//raw-content Sz= "sex"
return <message> <sender> {$x//sender-address}</sender>
<reciever> {Sx//recipient-address}</reciever> <subject>
{$x//subject}</subject> <date> {$x//time-sent} </date></message>
SQL:
select sender_address, recipient_address, subject, time_sent from
tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on (tbl_message.message_id =
tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_recipient
on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like "Asex%';

Figure 14: Histogram of task times for task 11
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5 Conclusions and future research
5.1 Conclusion
This research confirms the hypothesis that there is a significant difference in the performance between a RDBMS and a NXD for the storage and management of documentcentric data. It further indicates that performance, if based on query-execution time, is
dependent on task.
This implies that performance is based on the situation or what type of queries will
predominantly be run. It must be stated however, that this research does focus on only
one example of each type of DBMS. This restriction is a constraint on the external validity
of this work hence generality of the conclusions drawn from the data obtained may be
limited to the chosen databases.
Based on these results it appears eXist provide higher performance when query conditions are kept to a minimum. (In this instance one to two).
This is possibly due the ability of NXDs to state a path expression and point to a
specific node within a large document and hence reduce search space, compared to a
RDBMS which may have to join many tables. Being document-centric data, this may
mean a costly number of joins on many large tables --- as seen in with this data collection.
However, additional studies on the effect of text-indexing on the two database types should
to be further investigated.
As observed as soon as the number of conditions to check increased eXist becomes
relatively slower as compared with single condition checks and when compared to PostgreSQL. It appears that even though eXist can reduce search space, when conditions to
check increase, eXist provides poorer performance. In this instance, even when eXist
have the advantage of text-indexing, and PostgreSQL is stuck doing a full-table scan,
PostgreSQL still provides higher performance. However, more investigation on the efficiency of memory management of the two databases needs to be done.
With basic range access PostgreSQL appears to provide higher performance. This
is possibly due to a more efficient range indexing scheme. Thus even with a costly join
operation, PostgreSQL appears to outperform exist.
Though eXist has the ability to reduce search space, when it comes to data-centric
queries or queries common to the RDBMS, PostgreSQL appears to provide higher performance. Due to the granular storage of data into tables, columns and rows, and the nature
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of these queries (i.e., not requiring joins on multiple tables), it appears that as there is
less data to wade through, PostgreSQL provides higher performance. Even when eXist
provides the ability to use text-indexing, it appears that with less data to go through
PostgreSQL will provide higher performance with these data-centric tasks.
Finally, this research indicates if there is more restructuring (he., retrieving data in
any form other than that in which it is stored) eXist's performance may decrease due to
the extra processing required.

5.2 Future research
As performance in this research was based only on query-execution-time, storage space
should also be assessed. Stored information that ensures fast querying such as indexes
and other various pre-runtime calculations or even how the data are stored may deliver
high performance in terms of speed but be inefficient in terms of storage space. Other
variables that were not investigated due to insufficient time include disk input/output
and concurrent access conflict resolution.
It was realised late in the research that the ability for eXist to provide text-indexing
and support full text searches could be a confounding factor but due to insufficient time
to re-run the experiments in a different form this must to be left as a problem for future
research. Since this research is concerned with document-centric data, the performance
with text-searches is a important aspect that should be further investigated.
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6 Appendices
A Logical model

Figure 15: Entity Relationship Diagram modelling the logical model of the relational
database
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B PostgreSQL:Java program
import java.io.BufferedReader;
import java.io.BufferedWriter;
import java.io.FileNotFoundException;
import java.io.FileReader;
import java.io.Filetariter;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.PrintWriter;
import org.exist.xmldb.DatabaseinstanceManager;
import org.xmldb.api.DatabaseManager;
import org.xmldb.api.base.Collection;
import org.xmldb.api.base.Database;
import org.xmldb.api.base.XMLDBException;
import org.xmldb.api.modules.XPathQueryService;
public class RunTest3 {

//String URI2 = "xmldb:exist:///db";
/**
* @param args
*/
public static void main(String] args) {
if (args.length < 3) {
System.out.println("Usage: java RunTest
<iterations> <input file name> <output file name>");
return;
}
int i;
// Get number of iterations.
int iterations = Integer.value0f(args[0]).intValue();
// Get input and output file names.
String input_filename = args[1];
String output_filename = args[2];
7/ overall Time values.
long start_time, end_time;
//how long does it take to run all the queries
long start_run, end_run;
try {
// Open input and output files.
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BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new
FileReader(
input-filename));
PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(new
BufferedWriter(
new FileWriter(output_filename)));
//System.out.println("Time (ms)");
out.println("Time (ms)");
// register db driver class for eXist
String driver = "org.exist.xmldb.DatabaseImpl";
Class ci = Class.forName(driver);
/*
* create a new do instance if noone has been
* created b4--esle do
* all this file moving stuff
*/
Database db = (Database) cl.newInstance();
//do this starts an embedded db instance and no
//need for remote call stuff
db.setProperty("create-database", "true");
DatabaseManager.registerDatabase(db);
/7 get the collection
Collection col = DatabaseManager.getCollection
("xmldb:exist:///db7spam");
XPathQueryService service = (XPathQueryService)
col.getService(
"XPathQueryService", "1.0");
// service.setProperty("indent", "yes");
String aQuery = in.readLine();
//time when 1st query starts to talc entire
7/ runtime for all queries
start run = System.currentTimeMillis();
while (aQuery != null) {
//System. out.println(aQuery);
out.println(aQuery);
for (i = 0; i < iterations; i++) {
start_time = System.currentTimeMillis();
7/ Set up the current query.
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// We don't care about the result of
//the query.
try {
service query(aQuery);
} catch (XMLDBException e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch
//block
//e.printStackTrace();
}
end_ time = System.currentTimeMillis();
out.println(end_time - start_time);
}
aQuery = in.readLine();
}

//all queries have been run

- now talc entire

//runtime for all queries
end_run = System.currentTimeMillis();
out.println("END");
out.println(end_run - start_run);
//close em
in.close();
out.close();
// Close the database connection.
DatabaselnstanceManager manager
(DatabaselnstanceManager) col
.getService("DatabaseInstanceManager
"1.0");
manager. shutdown();
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (IDException e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (ClassNotFoundException e)
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (InstantiationException e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (IllegalAccessException e) {
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// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (XMLMException e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
}// endMain
}// endClass
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C eXist: Java program
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedReader;
java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.FileNotFoundException;
java.io.FileReader;
java.io.FileWriter;
java.io.I0Exception;
java.io.PrintWriter;

import
import
import
import
import
import

org.exist.xmldb.DatabaselnstanceManager;
org.xmldb.api.DatabaseManager;
org.xmldb.api.base.Collection;
org.xmldb.api.base.Database;
org.xmldb.api.base,XMLDBException;
org.xmldb.api.modules.XPathQueryService;

public class RunTest3 {
public static void main(Stringp args) {
if (args.length < 3) {
System.out.println("Usage: java RunTest <iterations>
<input file name> <output file name>");
return;
}
int i;
7/ Get number of iterations.

int iterations = Integer.value0f(args[0]).intValue();
// Get input and output file names.
String input_filename = args[1];
String output_filename = args[2];
/7 overall Time values.

long start_time, end time;
//how long does it take to run all the queries
long start_run, end_run;
try {
/7 Open input and output files.
BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader
(new FileReader(input_filename));
PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter
(new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(output_filename)));
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//System.out.println("Time (ms)");
out.println("Time (ms)");
// register db driver class for eXist
String driver = "org.exist.xmldb.DatabaseImpl";
Class cl = Class.forName(driver);
/*
* create a new do instance if noone has been created b4--esle do
* all this file moving stuff
*/
Database db = (Database) cl.newInstance();
//do this starts an embedded db instance and no
//need for remote call stuff
db.setProperty("create-database", "true");
DatabaseManager.registerDatabase(db);
// get the collection
Collection col = DatabaseManager.getCollection
("xmldb;exist:///db/spam");
XPathQueryService service = (XPathQueryService)
col.getService("XPathQueryService", "1.0");
String aQuery = in.readLine();
//time when 1st query starts to calc entire runtime for all queries
start_run = System.currentTimeMillis();
while (aQuery != null) {
out.println(aQuery);
for (1 = 0; i < iterations; ++) {
start_time = System.currentTimeMillis();
// Set up the current query.
// We don't care about the result of the query.
try {
service.query(aQuery);
} catch (XMLDBException e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
//e.printStackTrace();
}
end_time

System.currentTimeMillis();

out.println(end_time - start_time);
aQuery = in.readLine();
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}

//all queries have been run --- now talc entire runtime
//for all queries
end_run = System.currentTimeMillis();
out,println("END");
out.println(end_run - start_run);
//close em
in.close();
out.close();
// Close the database connection.
DatabaseInstanceManager manager =
(DatabaseInstanceManager) col
.getService("DatabaseInstanceManager",
"1.0");
manager.shutdown();
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (I0Exception e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e,printStackTrace();
} catch (ClassNotFoundException e)
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (InstantiationException e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e,printStackTrace();
} catch (IllegalAccessException e) {
// TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (XMLDBException e) {
7/ TODD Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}

}// endMain
}// endClass
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D The Query Set
Tasks

)(Query:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x//sender-name =
"Gabrielle Gilmore" return $x

SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id)
LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id =
tbl_recipient.message_id) where sender_name = 'Gabrielle Gilmore';

Task2

XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x/@id = 10000 return $x
SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id
tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN
tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where tbl_message.message_id = 10000;

Task3
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam") where $x//time-sent > "Fri, 6 Jun 21:50:22
1998 +12:00" and $x//time-sent < "Fri, 7 Jun 21:50:22 2001 +12:00"
return $x
SQL:
SELECT * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN
tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where time_sent > to_date('06-06-1998', 'DD-MM-YYYY') and
time_sent < to_date('07-06-2001', 'DD-MIS-YYTY');
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Task4

XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x//subject &= "sex"
and $x//sender-address = "@yahoo.com" return $x

SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN
tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like '%sex%' and sender_address like 'Uyahoo.com';

Tasks

XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/messsage where $x//subject &= "sex"
return $x
SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id)
LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id =
tbl_recipient.message_id) where subject like '%sex%';

Task6

XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam") where $x//subject &= "sex"
and $x//sender-address &= "usa" and $x//sender-name Ei = "Tight"
and $x//priority = "3" return $x
SQL:
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select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER
JOIN tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient message_id)
where subject like '%sexY,' and sender_address like '%usacA'
and sender_name like '%Tight,/,' and priority=3;

Task?
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x//subject &= "sex"
and $x//priority >"1" and $x//priority < "5" return $x

SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER
JOIN tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like '%sex7,' and priority > 1 and priority <5;

Task8
XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x/subject &= 'sex'
and $x/priority >'l'and $x/priority < '5' and
$x/header-list/header[@type = 'From'] &= 'usa' return $x
SQL:
select * from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN
tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like "%sex%' and priority > 1 and priority <5
and header_name = 'From' and header_value like 'Xusa%';

Task9
XQuery:
for $x in //recipient-list return $x//recipient-address
SQL:
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select * from tbl_recipient;

Task10

XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x//subject &= "sex" return
<message> <sender> {$x//sender-address}</sender><reciever>
{$x//recipient-address}</reciever><subject> {$x//subject}
</subject> <date> {$x//time-sent} </date><content>
{$x//raw-content}</content></message>

SQL:
select sender_address, recipient_address, subject, time_sent,
raw_content from tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER
JOIN tbl_recipient on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like i%sex%';

Task11

XQuery:
for $x in collection("spam")/message where $x//raw-content &= "sex"
return <message> <sender> {$x//sender-address}</sender>
<reciever> {$x//recipient-address}</reciever> <subject>
f$x//subjectl</subject> <date> {$x//time-sent} </date></message>
SQL:
select sender_address, recipient_address, subject, time_sent from
tbl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on (tbl_message.message_id =
tbl_header.message_id) LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_recipient
on(tbl_message.message_id = tbl_recipient.message_id)
where subject like 'Asex%';
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ABSTRACT
The popularity of Extensible Markup Language has grown
with the rise in use of the World Wide Web and it has become a standard means of data exchange. This development has created the need to store and manage Extensible
Markup Language documents efficiently and hence the creation of the Native XML Database. Claims have been made
to support the efficiency of this technology with the storage
and management of document-centric data over the Relational Database Management System.
This paper examines the problem of whether there is a difference in the performance of a NXD compared to a RDBMS,
for the management of document-centric data. The basis
for claims supporting NXDs over RDBMSs and RDBMSs
efforts to handle XML data is discussed.
The performance of NXDs and RDBMSs is demonstrated
using eXist and PostgreSQL and this paper discovers evidence supporting the conclusion that there is a significant
difference in performance between a RDBMS and a NXD
with the storage and management of document-centric data.
Results further indicate that performance is not only dependent on database type but also on task type.

It is reasoned that this relatively now technology is a more
efficient tool than the prevailing relational database management system (RDBMS) for the storage and management of
document-centric data [2, 7, lid, that is, data that are characterized by a less regular structure, mixed content, largergrained data such as email, books, advertisements; data organized for human use. This as opposed to data-centric
data, being comparatively more regular in structure, being
finer-grained and having little or no mixed content. These
characteristics can be found in documents such a sales order,
flight schedule, Stock quote and sit very well with the regular
and strict model for relational databases [2, 7]. Documentcentric data however may not always sit 'neatly' within the
relational model of data.
NXDs are in early stages of development and due to differences in architectural design, performance based on time
has been seen to vary between NXDs [16]. However, a NXD
basically stores a XML document as a unit, as the relational
database stores a row. The ability to preserve the hierarchical relationships and query this structure is a reasoning
behind the claim that NXDs provide higher performance for
the management of document-centric data.

The popularity of XML has led to RDBMSs implementing XML data support in various forms, All of which howKeywords
ever, have particular flaws such as the inability to maintain
Document-centric data, Data-centric data, XML, Relational
the hierarchical relationships, the challenge, complexity and
Database Management System (RDMBS), Native XML Database time inefficiency in mapping the two models and the limited
(NXD)
search capabilities offered.

1. INTRODUCTION
The rise in the use of the World Wide Web (WWW) has seen
the development of Extensible Markup Language (XML) as
a standard means of data exchange [4]. This development
has generated the need to process and store XML documents efficiently, hence the introduction of the native XML
database (NXD) which stores XML data.

This paper examines the problem of whether there is a difference in the performance of a NXD compared to a RDBMS,
for the management of document-centric data. Performance
is based on time taken to perform standard database queries
including: searching information, aggregating information
and retrieving information.1

2. NXDS, RDBMSS AND XML
2.1 NXDs and XML data
As defined by Srivasta, NXDs are databases "designed especially to store XML documents". Like other databases they
support the typical data management features: multi-user
access, transaction support, security, querying languages —
but they differ in their internal model is based on XML [16].
For simplicity, updates, deletes and inserts are wailed out of the
project,

NXDs store X.ML documents as a unit, as a row is a unit
in a relational table. This enables NXDs to take advantage
of XML's ability to model information in a hierarchy. XML
elements are containers, that contain information as well
as other elements which in turn can be containers and so
on. This structure is the basis of why NXDs are claimed to
be efficient for the storage and management of documentcentric data.
A non-exhaustive list as to why this may be is as follows;
Firstly, NXDs have the ability to model this componentsubcomponent hierarchy, a model often found in documentcentric data, Such an example is a novel. A novel has top
level information such as the author, publisher and so on.
Further contained within it are chapters which have information specific to itself such as chapter number and chapter title. A chapter can then further have pages contained
within it, each of which can have their own specific information such as page numbers. Pages can then further contain
paragraphs, each of which can contain sentences. This could
continue till a particular word or letter forms a leaf node in
this novel hierarchy. A second example could be journals
which have a specific title and are composed of volumes
which have their own information such as a title and can
further contain issues which have specific dates, which. can
further have pages and so on [4].
Secondly, NXDs have the ability of 'round-tripping'. That
is, a NXD has the ability to ensure the 'same' document
stored, is later retrieved with no modifications. This is
important for situations such as "legal and medical applications which are required by law to keep exact copies of
documents" [2].
'Round tripping' may contribute to a third reason why a
NXD is claimed to be a more efficient tool because with a
RDBMS the retrieval of a single document could possibly require accessing several different tables thus requiring several
joins, which is a costly operation for a RDBMS. Businesses
that receive, store, process and exchange XML documents
can side-step the additional costly process of "joins" as XML
documents are put in and pulled out.
Furthermore, NXDs provide the ability to query XML data
whether using XPath or XQuery. These languages have been
developed with the intention of using the structure of XML
intelligently and provide a means to query across all data
physically stored in XML. A basic example that would illustrate this can be seen in figure 1. The point to make here is
that XQuery has enabled the ability to reduce search space
by pin-pointing a section of every XIV!, document to search.
In this case, a NXD will traverse straight to the 'message
node of every document and continue its search from here
only search sub-elements. As SQL is based on the relational model, it lacks this type of hierarchical expressiveness. XQuery in contrast does. If documents searched were
excessively bulky, the ability to state smaller search space
can give NXDs and advantage over RDBMSs in terms of
query execution time. It would comparatively require processing several foreign key relationships and join operations
to get the 'bulky document first, then restrictions to get the
required data.

This basic query will return any mad docurnont that is from ' Gabrielle
Gilmore'

QLrk.RV
for $x in collect ion ('apam")./iilzs...age. where $s//sendername
"Gabrielle Gilmore" return $5
SQL
select
tr. ol

'from obl_message LEFT OUTER JOIN tbl_header on
.saossage_ici
tbi_header.mesnaage_id) I.EPT
011E5 JOIN tblrecipient on M bl message.raess'ago_id =
tbl_recipierat.message_id} where sende r_rasne
Gabrielle
Gilmore ;

Figure 1: The expressiveness of SQL vs XQuery

However, the advantage of a NXD storing a whole document
as a unit may be diminished if a document or part of a
document is required in a form that differs from that which
it is stored. "Native XML databases are likely Le encounter
performance problems when retrieving and returning data
in any form other than that in which it is stored, such as
when inverting the hierarchy or portions of it" [iii]. Here
the RDBMSs may prevail.
As an NXD does not shred XML documents into tables and
RDBMSs do, the RDBMS has an additional step in processing. However, this shredding into liner grained data can
be an advantage to RDBMSs if queries are dominantly datacentric (and not document-centric that requires costly joins).
For example, queries on recipients within an email XML
document would require searching through bulky XML documents with recipient data scattered within it. Assuming
an email XIVIL document had been mapped/shredded to result in a Recipient table containing all recipient data for all
emails — to find the same data, the RDBMS provides a
simple 'full table' scan.

2.2 RDBMSs and XML data
To meet this need to process and store XML documents elliciently most RDBMSs have im plemented
lemented XML data support
[10] including the "the Big 3" relational databases; IBM's
DB2, Oracle, Microsoft's SQL Server 2000. There. are three
main solutions for the storage of XML data within RDBMSs
and only Oracle and DB2, the leading RDBMSs in incorporating XML storage, implement all three: shredding, unstructured and structured.
2.2.] Shredding
Shredding is achieved by mapping the tree structure of a
XML document onto the fiat relational model of tables,
columns and rows f6]. The extraction of a XML document
is then achieved by 'pasting' columns and rows together.
Shredding has its limitations:
o Hierarchical relationships are transformed when mapping to the flat relational model. If this hierarchy
needs to he maintained, this solution is unsatisfactory
[9].

• This solution is quite challenging in that it requires:
both an appropriate mapping of the XML schema into
the relational schema and a mechanism to to load the
XML data into the RDBMS and a translation of XML
queries for the original document into SQL queries for
the mapped data.
• Furthermore, the size of XML documents cart become
quite large. If an XML document contains highly datacentric information this method may be fine but if the
XML document contained a novel or a play for example document-centric data --- this method shows its
limitations. A excessive number of parent and child
nodes such as in a novel may not always fit neatly into
columns and rows11.7, 6, 51.
o Studies have shown that querying the mapped data
can also be inefficient. XML-enabled RDBMSs show
poor performance for navigational queries and document queries, that is, queries that require traversal of
a XML document structure. [12] For example a query
such as "return any email document that has certain
sub-elements" would require the traversal of its sube le merits.
2,2.2 Storing XML as a datatype
The second method involves providing datatypes to enable
the storage and retrieval of XML documents as single units.
For instance, Oracle Si, XlvIt documents can be stored in
user-defined columns of type CLOB or BLOB. Though the
hierarchical relationships among the data in the original
XML document are maintained, this method is limited in
that search capabilities are not extended to searching within
a document itself [9]. This effectively means you end up
with possibly huge chunks of XML data without the ability
to query it. This goes against the purpose for a database as
one cannot retrieve information from it.
Not being able to retrieve information from it may not be
a problem if the database is going to be storing a few XML
documents without the intent of querying them. But if
database exists primarily to receive, store, process and publish XML data; storing XML data as a datatype probably
will not provide highest performance as there is basically no
way to query this data.
2.2.3 Providing 'native XML' storage
The third method is 'native XML' storage which enables
the storage of XML data and maintains the hierarchical relationships among the data in the original XML document.
Oracle Database log provides features for importing, storing, querying (with XQuery), and generating XML data.
Other than Oracle this method is not fully supported by any
of the 'big 3' RDBMSs, DB2 like Oracle supports 'native
XML' storage, however its XML search capabilities are limited as it does not support XQuery [9].2 As Oracle maintains
data about the hierarchy of a XML document and supports
XQuery that utilises that structure, it should therefore meet
the performance level of NXDs with the navigational and
document queries defined within Lacroix et al study [12],
2 XQuery is XMLs equivalent of SQL. It is a query language that uses
the structure of XML intelligently and can express queries across all
data s t ored in XML

as their primary reason for XIVIL-enabled databases providing poorer performance relative to NXDs is its inability to
maintain hierarchy. How well Oracle implements this native
XML storage determine whether 11DBIVISs may provide high
performance with document-centric XML data and could go
against the claims that NXDs provide higher performance
with the storage of document-centric data.3

3.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

The study (12], uses benchmark X007 [13] to assess the efficiency of various XML Management Systems, shows that
XML-enabled databases provide higher performance in terms
of query response time, for relational queries or queries similar to the relational model, as they leverage the "power of its
back-end relational database". RDBMSs thus may further
provide higher performance if documents are queried in a
`relational way'. The nature of such queries give the XMLenabled RDBMS the ability to use optimization techniques
within the relational database field that has had more than
twenty years of development. However, these optimization
techniques are based on the data-centric relational model
therefore may not may fall short when used on the data this
study is concerned with
document-centric data.
In fact, this study, indicates this. The study concludes that 'it depends on the situation'. If you have datacentric data that is being queried in a data-centric way,
then a XML-enabled RDBMS will provide higher performance whereas if you have document-centric data that is
being queried in a document-centric way, then a NXD will
provide higher performance.
A recent study however, by Horigjun et al. [8] utilises two existing XML-database benchmarks and reports on impacts of
various XML storage models on query performance. It concludes that a XML-enabled R.DB1\.4S provides higher performance than NXDs in terms of query executions time. Two
prominent benchmarks were used, XMark [31 and XMach
[15]. The XMark showed that XML-enabled RDBMSs were
faster by "3 times" and XMach showed NXDs were outperformed by about "10 times ".
However, Lacroix et al fill, compares the recent benchmarks: XMach, XMark and X007 and states that XMark
and )(Mach focus on the data-centric properties of XML.
Hence, Hortgjun et al., 181 conclusion that XML-enabled
databases provide higher performance may be biased.
If it is biased, it does confirm the Lacroix et al 112] conclusion that XML-enabled RDBMSs provides higher performance for databases being queried in a data-centric way
or in other words, a relational way. If the 2 benchmarks
are data - centric focused, XML-enabled RDBMSs will benefit from the "power of its back-end relational database" [12].

4.

THE APPLIED BENCHMARK

The benchmark applied was developed for this research to
measure query-execution time for database operations typically performed on document-centric data.
5 Oracie's capability in handling XML data made it a candidate
RDBMS for comparison in this research, However, Oracle was ruled
out because of licensing restrictions on benchrearking studies.

A collection of 6,432 spam. email populated the representative databases, PostgreSQL 8.0.3 and eXist 3.1. This collection represented the document-centric data of interest. This
collection was inserted and stored within eXist as XMI., documents. The relational database had a logical model defined
for it. See Appendix A for the relational database's logical
model).

Figure 2: Difference in overall time between DBs

An investigation into existing industry XML database benchmarks singled out X007 as the benchmark most relevant
to this research. Unlike XMach and XMark, [11] shows
that X007 covers document processing capabilities while
the other benchmarks were found to focus on 'relational'
or data-centric properties. Furthermore, X007 covers challenges that XMach and XMark put forward. Categories of
query types defined within X007 that focused on document
processing capabilities, were represented in our query set to
ensure a valid and established benchmark was covered.
The query set also covered basic disk access types (sequential, range, composite key and unique key) This query set
represents the typical operations performed on documentcentric data and specifies 11 tasks defined in SQL and XQuery.
See Appendix B for examples of these queries.
Each task was performed 1000 times on each database. The
process was automated by running each query set from a
local4 Java client application. Using Java functionality, a
connection to a databases is set up and current system time
prior to query execution is obtained. Once the current query
is run and control returns, current system time is obtained
again — and the difference between the two times is written
to a separate file as the query-execution time value.
To ensure the internal validity of the proposed method the
databases are set up to handle any advantage PostgreSQL
may have being a relatively more mature technology than
eXist. Each database caching level was is set to 128KB
within their respective configuration files. This was the minimum size allowed on PostgreSQL. Therefore to keep this
constant across the 2 machines, eXist was configured to the
same amount.

3650 ms compared to the mean of 5880 ms, it indicates that
a few extreme values have pulled the mean time up.
A 2-WAY ANOVA test further showed that there is a significant difference: in time between databases when all times
for all tasks are combined and also there is a significant difference in time between tasks for each database.
Table illustrates at the 95% level of confidence there is a
significant differerence in time;
• between databases when all 11 tasks are combined.
The Source.nDbase and Sig. value of .000 confirms
this.
e between tasks on each database (ie. eXist.task 1 compared to PostgreSQL.task 1). The Source.task and
Sig. value of .000 confirms this.

5. RESULTS
5.1 How time varies between database
Without any statistical tests the graphed data (See figure
2) illustrated clearly that there is a significant difference in
query-execution times. That is, between databases with all
task times combined and between tasks on each database.
Figure 2 combines times for each database. The horizontal
axis represents the task time (ms) and the vertical access
represents the frequency of time within each task time interval. It can be seen that on average PostgreSQL is faster
with a mean time of 3923 rnilliseconds(ms) and a median
time of 3650 ms.
But it appears with database eXist, the time range is more
spread out ( 0 - 25000) as a few extreme values lie around
25000. This and the fact that eXist's median time is only
4 Local to ensure no network processing time is included in queryexecution time

Table 1: A significant difference in overall time between DBs and between tasks
Tests of Between-Subjects Erects
Dependent Vadat d- tasktisto
type Ifl Sum
Source
dt
Mean Square
of Squares
Corrected Model
7.133E+011'
21
3.307E+010
intercept
5266E+011
1
5.2E16E+611
nObase
2.108W1 0
1
2.1cteKu
task
_214,8E+011
10
2_846E+010
nOldase*task
4.276E+011
10
4.278E+010
Error
2921522849
21978
132920423
Total
1.245E+012
22000
Corrected Total
7.152E+011
21999
R Squared .996 (Adjusted R Squared ..999)

F
255521 6
3976243
1_0562_,5___
199048.9
321690,2

Sig.
.000
.006

.ogg_.
.000

partlel Eta
Squared
.996
.995
.876
.989
.993

Figure 3: A significant difference in overall time between DBs
DBMS

Again graphing individual tasks for each database illustrated
obvious differences in time. This can be seen on figure 3.
The horizontal axis represents the task time (ms) and the
vertical access represents the frequency of time within each
task time interval.
For task 1 for example, eXist obviously outperforms PostgreSQL with a average of lying towards 0 ms whereas PostgreSQL tended towards 5000 ms. For task 8 for example,
the scenario is switched. PostgreSQL obviously outperforms
eXist.
In fact, eXist provided higher performance for 6 out of the
11 tasks. The mean time for each task confirmed this. PostgreSQL had a lower mean time for 5 of the tasks - 3,6,8,9
10 whereas eXist provided a lower mean time for 6 of the 11
tasks - 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 11.
These results invoked a further analysis into whether there
was a significant difference in time between task on each
database.

502 How time varies between database and
task type

Table 1 illustrates at the 95% level of confidence there is a
significant differerence in time between tasks on each database
(ie. eXist.task 1 compared to PostgreSQL.task 1). The
Source.task and Sig. value of .000 confirms this.
Table 2 provides the mean times for each task on each database
to support the graphs for each task below. 5 This paper discusses seven of the defined tasks that express the conclusions
of this paper.6
5 The discussion of these mean times rounds figures up
6 A query defines a task

Table 2: Mean time for each task on each database
Desetiptitre Statietiet
Dependent Variab l e: tasktlme
nDbase
task
Mean
Exist
1.00
503.67
2.00
3620.67
3.00
6332 59
4.130
795.83
5.00
108.53
6.00
3699 50
7.00
6633.34
8.00
12713.33
9.00
25431.80
10.00
1345.09
11.00
3500.73
5850.39
Total
Postgres
1.30
5020.47
2.00
5027.69
5027.31
3.00
4.00
1454.44
5.00
7220.17
6.00
103-81
7.00
12710.71
6.00
554.93
9.00
629.39
10.00
3129.26
11,00
2372.03
Them'
3922.76

5.2.1 Task 1: Retrieving an email with a certain
name
Task 1 (See figure 4) was based on retrieving an email from
a particular person, in this case 'Gabrielle eXist
visibly outperforms PostgreSQL with task 1 and has a mean
time of 503 ms whereas PostgreSQL mean time is 5020 ms.
As with all queries defined within the query set (except for
task 9) this query would result in a join between 3 large
tables then a restriction of the result set to records where
sender_na.me equals 'Gabrielle Gilmore'. The join operation
is one of the costliest operations on a relational database.
As with all queries defined within the query set, eXist this
query would decompose a given path expression into a chain
of separate steps. The ability to express this path expression
gives eXist the ability to reduce search space. Each email is
divided into 3 sections: message, header and recipient. Ex-

Figure 4: Task 1

pressing Ymessage' within the query straight away removes
top these level elements — recipient and header and all their
sub-elements. eXist also provides an index on top-level elements that could speed up this query. Both databases provide the ability to use an index to speed up the query but
eXist also side-steps the extra processing required in 'pasting' OR joining of bits data which probably is the primary
reason why eXist is much faster.

Figure 6: Task 9
Mean = 529nis
Mean = 25,432ms

5.2.2 Task 3: Range access
Task 3 (See figure 5) was based on implementing a range
access. PostgreSQL outperforms eXist with task 3 and has
a mean time of 5027 ms whereas eXist has a mean time is
6333 ms.
This query would on PostgreSQL be implemented as a range
access whereby a index can be used on the column `time_senti
to check for values between a specific range. With eXist this
would appear to require accessing every document but then
going straight to the 'time_sent i node and checking the restriction condition. PostgreSQL appears to provide higher
performance for this task, even with the costly join operation and eXist's ability to reduce search space. But note
however that the difference in time is not much.

5.2.3 Task 9: A data-centric query
Task 9 (See figure 6) was based on retrieving a list of all the
recipients in the database. PostgreSQL visibly outperforms
eXist with task 9 and has a mean time of 529 ms whereas
eXist had a mean time of 25432 ms. It appears the extreme
values found when comparing the databases with all 11 tasks
combined.
This is a typical RDBMS query — 'select * from i tableX'
It is a data-centric query involving a simple scan of a single
column in a single table.
eXist has to search through the entire collection, in every
possibly bulky document to retrieve many small sections.
It appears the ability to traverse to the recipient node for
this query has no advantage over the granular storage of
data when it comes to this task. PostgreSQL has to do a
full-table scan but has less data to go through as it can go
straight to the recipient table and ignore all other data.
It appears that the relational databases has an advantage in
query-execution time when it comes to data-centric queries
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that benefit from the granular storage structure of tables,
columns and rows RDBMSs.

5.2.4 Task 5: Retrieving all emails that meet one
restriction condition
Task 5 (See figure 7) was based on retrieving an email that
had a specific word somewhere within its subject column/node.
eXist visibly outperforms PostgreSQL with task 5 and has
a mean time of 106 ms whereas PostgreSQL mean time is
7220 ms.
Firstly, this could be due to the costly join operation on 3
large tables within eXist whereas eXist again has the ability
reduce search space and traverse through the each document
to the subject node and check the restriction condition.
Again task implements a text-search. As eXist supports
text-indexing it may have an advantage over PostgreSQL.
Note that the `&=' symbol in the XQuery is a special text
search operator. It will select all nodes containing all the
space separated terms in the right-hand parameter.
This task is implements a text-search. As eXist supports
text-indexing it could possibly have an advantage over PostgreSQL.
PostgreSQL cannot make use of an index as it uses the LIKE
operator to implement the same query. However, PostgreSQL can only utilise an index on a 'start with' match.
The 'LIKE' operator searches on internal substrings of the
index key rather than leading substrings — to use the index
the leading portion of the text must be provided.
For example, 'select from TableX where firstname = Gabrielle

Figure 7: Task 5
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Gilmore' can trigger an index as the leading potion of the
substring to search is provided ie, Ga.. This basically means
that PostgreSQL was stuck with a full table scan. For the
reasons given the results of the L1KE-style queries, including
tasks :5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 may not be directly comparable.

Figure

9: Task 10
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It was realised late in the research that this could be a confounding factor but due to insufficient time to re-run the
experiments in a different form this must be left as a problem for future investigation.
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PostgreSQL was stuck with a full table scan and eXist could
possibly have an advantage over PostgreSQL due to capabilities to perform text-searches. This is an. area for further
investigation.

5.2.5 Task 6: Increasing restriction conditions to 5
Task 6 (See figure 8) was based on retrieving an email that
meets 5 restriction conditions. Again this was a similar to
task 1 and task 4 but again the number of restriction conditions is further increased. PostgreSQL visibly outperforms
eXist, with task 6 and has a mean time of 103 ms whereas
eXist has a mean time of 3700 ms.
As task 5, task 6 implements a text-search. As eXist supports full-text indexing it may have an advantage over PostgreSQL. However, the advantage eXist may have with fulltext indexing appears not enough to give it an advantage
over PostgreSQL in this case — where restriction conditions
are increased.
This is possibly due to: although eXist can traverse to the
multiple nodes of interest, this query would require multiple
traversals through every document. Multiple traversals may
be the reason as to why eXist is slows down compared to
postrgeSQL.
A possible reason maybe that increasing query restriction
conditions exhausts machines memory and PostgreSQL memory management is just more advanced. This implies that
PostgreSQL with more than a decade of development, compared to eXists's 5 years, just has a more efficient database
engine. But it could also just be that SQL systems are just
better suited in general to these types of query. This is an
area for further investigation.

5.2.6 Task 10: Retrieving re-structured data
Task 10 (See figure 9) was based on retrieving, not an entire
email but only 5 selected parts of every email that met 1

restriction condition. eXist outperforms PostgreSQL with
task 10 and has a mean time of 1345 ms whereas PostgreSQL
had a mean time of 3129 ms.
PostgreSQL is at a disadvantage as this task restriction condition involves a text-based search that only eXist provides
indexing for. PostgreSQL was thus left with a full table scan
to check for this constraint. Furthermore as with all tasks
PostgreSQL must perform a join on al/ tables before then
restriction is applied.
eXist will use its ability to perform full-text search thus has
an advantage. Note also that only 1 restriction condition So,
again eXist appears to provide higher performance when less
restriction conditions are specified.
This task is similar to task 5 however, it requires eXist
to retrieve parts from every document in every email,, restructure this result then return. This extra processing however does not seem to put eXist at any disadvantage.

5.2.7 Task 11: Retrieving re-structured data - but
reducing the amount
Task 11 See figure 10, is similar to task 10. It is based on
retrieving, not an entire email but only 4 selected parts of
every email that met 1 restriction condition. This task removes the retrieval of raw_content — the message content of
every a bulky section of an email. PostgreSQL outperforms
eXist with task 11 and has a mean time of 2372 ms whereas
eXist has a mean time of 3501 ms.
With only 4 parts to retrieve this effectively removes 1 large
column and reduces much of the data involved so that there
is less data involved in the join operation PostgreSQL must

perform — if PostgreSQL does join only the required columns
before it performs the restriction.
Therefore there is less data to wade through when checking
the restriction condition. This is a possible reason as to why
the mean time reduces from 3129 ms in task 10 to 2372 ins
in task 11.
Again task 11 implements a text-search and as eXist has
provides functionality for text-indexing whereas PostgreSQL
does not, so must perform a full-table scan. However, this
was not enough to give eXist an advantage over PostgreSQL.
Note that here there is only one restriction condition specified and in ail previous tasks with full-text searching and
1 or 2 restriction conditions, eXist always performs better.
It appears that now with less data to wade through PostgreSQL is faster than eXist even though eXist has full-text
indexing.
With eXist the opposite occurred — time increased from
1345 iris in task 10 to 3501 ms. This is possibly due to eXist
having to remove 1 more section from every email. Thus
more time spent in restructuring every email to meet the
required output.
Note that so far, PostgreSQL has provided higher performance for tasks where only one restriction condition must
be met. The inclusion of the column raw_content.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper confirms the hypothesis that there is a significant
difference in the performance between a RDBMS and al\IXD
with the storage and management of document-centric data.
It further indicates that performance, if based on queryexecution time, is dependent on task. This implies that
performance is based on the situation or what type of queries
will dominantly be run.
Based on these results it appears NXDs provide higher performance when restriction conditions are kept to a minimum. In this instance one to two restriction conditions.
This is possibly due the ability of NXDs to state a path expression and point to a specific node within a large document
and hence reduce search space. Compared to a RDBMS
which has has to , oin many tables. Being document-centric
data, this may mean a costly number of joins on many large
tables --- as seen in with this data collection. However, additional studies on the effect of text-indexing on the two
database types should to be further investigated.
As observed as soon as the number of restriction conditions
to check increased NXDs becomes relatively slower as cornpared when performing single restriction condition checks
and when compared to RDIVISs. It appears that oven though
NXDs can reduce search space, when restriction conditions
to check increase, NXDs provide poorer performance. In
this instance , even when NXDs have the advantage of textindexing, and RDBMSs are stuck doing a full-table scan,
RDBMSs still provide higher performance. However, more
investigation on the efficiency of memory management of the
two databases needs to he done.

With basic range access a NXD appears to provides higher
performance. This is possibly due to a more efficient range
indexing scheme. Thus even with a costly join operation,
RDBMSs appear to outperform NXDs.
Though NXDs have the ability to reduce search space, when
it comes to data-centric queries or queries common to the
R.DBNIS, RDBMSs appears to provide higher performance.
Due to the granular storage of data into tables, columns and
rows, this and the nature of these queries (ie. not requiring joins on multiple tables), it appears that as there is less
data to wade through, thus RDBMSs provides higher performance. Even when NXDs provide the ability to use its
text-indexing it appears that with less data to go through
RDBMSs will provide higher performance with these datacentric tasks.
Lastly, this paper indicated that the more restructuring —
or when retrieving data in any form other than that in which
it is stored a NXD's performance may decrease due to the
extra processing required.
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APPENDIX
A. THE LOGICAL MODEL OF THE R.DBMS
See figure 11

Figure 11: Difference in overall time between DBs
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EXAMPLE QUERIES

See figure 12
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Figure 12: Example Queries
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collectionrspanOinessa,ge
when Sx/isender-rame =
0 Eorielle Gil ynart" re tum $x

Reit-iv/jig an email between
certain dates

forSx in collecficn. –sParre)
where $1t/t.titne-sent a – Fsi, 6 Jun
21:50:22 192r3 +12:00" and
SW/time-sent e 'Fri, 7 Jun
21:50:222001 +12:00" seine $x

Re ' wig a liit of ail tie
recipients in tle database

For $t: ill f/reoirdent-list return
SW/recipient-address

Retrieving all entails that
meet 2 conditions

r $x in.
coilectior(sparn")/nessege
where SW/subject &= ''''s ex' and
SW/sender-address "eyaltaa.coreretart $x

Retrieving all entails that
meet 5 conditions &

for$x in collectiot("spard)
where SW/subject &:= "'sex. and
Sieflancier-addyes
–U53" and
SW/sender-name &w 'Tight' . and
$x/Ipeority = '3" iettultSx

SQL
select * from 61 message LEFT
OUTER JOIN -$1 _leader ©n
(5/1_tressage are ssage_id =
ilia he ader.message_iii) LEFT
OUTER JOIN tb Lrecipient
ott(tbi_mess agednestage_id =
ibl recipient.tressage_id) when
sender_mme = 'Gab rielle
Gill/Awe',
SELECT * front ib Li/es sage
LEFTOUTER JOIN fl) 1 _leader
en (iLl_message.mesage jd =
tbl header.messagej.d) LEFT
OUTER JOIN ib LreciTeent
=(9A message .mess ageja =
61 recipientres sagej:1) wlem
ne sent to_dateC06-06199E, 'DD-MM-YYYT) and
time sent a todate('07-062301', 'DD-1./1M-YYrt");
select * frontibliecipient;

select * from it. l_nessage LEFT
OUTER JOIN tb Llreacter on
(if,l_rnessage.message_id =
ibl Iteaderdnessage_id) LEFT
OUTER JOIN 11 Jecipient
crt(tblmossagemessage _id=
1b1 recipient.nessage_id) there
subject like ''./ex`'.4 and
sender address like
'1/403ralno core';
select * 6 e tbl_re5sage LEFT
OUTER JOIN lb linader on
(ft.l_message.tressage_id =
iblimaidermessage_id) LEFT
OUTER JOIN tbLrecipient
onObliness age mess age_id =
tbl recipientatessage_id) wlere
5ubject like '''Xseic% . and
sender _address like '21trsa%. and
sender\ mane like ''''.4Tiett'X'
acid prioritir 3;

